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Vibe Direct launches Nationwide Vibe Mobile Service With Truly Unlimited
Data Plans for Individuals.

Vibe Direct is set to introduce yet another service for customers who are looking to save money

and benefit a close friend or family member.  Vibe Mobile is being introduced nationwide as an

unlimited calling, text and data service over two of the major network providers.  In cooperation

with AT&T and T-Mobile, Vibe Mobile has structured a plan that is exceptionally simple.

 

Keep your phone, keep your number, no contract and upon signup, simply insert a SIM card

which ports you to the new Vibe service on your chosen carrier’s network.  Quality, speed and

dependability all remain the same, while customer service is superb and the savings are

spectacular.  One phone or more, it’s simply $39.95 per month each for everything. 

 

There are no contracts or complicated monthly billing, you simply provide a credit card and

your plan renews monthly until you choose something different.

 

 “We have addressed price, simplicity and availability in this one service,” comments Todd

Wallace, President of Vibe Direct, LLC.  “The ease of getting on our service is really smooth, and

our pricing is almost unmatched for individuals and couples who need the comfort and savings

of unlimited 4G LTE data.”

 

Vibe is set to soon launch a number of family-friendly services designed for the individual and

their families.  Next up is Vibe Deals, an online discount service providing a unique “proximity”

based tool that identifies discounts at over 350,000 franchisees in a specific area.

 

Vibe Direct has been active in the development and launch of new services for the past year,

with plans to expand across the US, as sales reps encourage family and friends to join them in

building teams.  The technology platform incorporated by Vibe was developed in conjunction

with engineering group Jupiter Platforms LLC, which supports a number of peer-to-peer

operating systems across the US.
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ABOUT VIBE DIRECT

Based in Irving, Texas, Vibe Direct, LLC (www.vibe.direct) is a peer-to-peer referral platform whose products
include Vibe Mobile, Vibe Deals, Vibe Live and Vibe TV.The company focuses on providing opportunity for those
who wish to secure residual earnings from family and friend referrals.Vibe Direct operates in the US currently and
plans near-term expansion throughout South America, Europe and Asia in the coming years.
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